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ABSTRACT 

 

The newest cloud computing approach, serverless computing, makes it easier to design applications. Developers may 

avoid managing the servers by embracing and utilizing the Serverless Computing paradigm of today. The 

executable in this computational architecture is separate functions that are deployed one at a time on a Serverless 

platform with immediate per-request flexibility. The "Cold Starts" problem is usually brought on by such 

flexibility. The delay that happens when a runtime container is supplied to do the tasks is related to this issue. Other 

open-source and for-profit companies started adopting and providing this technology shortly after Amazon 

announced this computing architecture in 2014 with the AWS Lambda platform. Every Platform has a different 

way of handling cold starts. Over the past several years, great focus has been placed on issues affecting the cold start 

problem as well as the evaluation of each Platform's performance under load. This article offers a thorough 

summary of recent developments and cutting-edge research in reducing the cold start latency. Additionally, a 

number of sets of tests have been conducted to examine how the AWS Lambda base platform behaves with regard 

to the cold start latency. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) offered serverless computing in 2014 as an advancement of cloud computing concepts.  

 

Instead of setting up and maintaining servers, resources, and apps, programmers may write quick, cloud-native code 

fragments called functions by using this computational paradigm. To keep up with the advancement of network-based 

communications and the development of technology, businesses must adapt.[1] In order to combine company operations 

with information technology, organizations have developed or bought information systems. Using information technology 

in enterprises is now inescapable[2, 3]. Organizations require storage, network-based technologies, computing power, and 

infrastructure as the volume of data and computation grows over time. However, maintaining such infrastructure adds to the 

organization's costs and distracts them from their primary business, which hinders them from focusing on it. All of this 

resulted in the development of cloud computing.[4] 

 

The cloud model is made up of three service models that work to improve the infrastructure's level of abstraction in 

accordance with organizational demands. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), the supply of basic processing resources to the 

user, including providing computing, storage, and networks, is introduced at the lowest level of abstraction. Software as a 

Service (SaaS), which hosts a whole software system by the cloud provider, is the highest level, while Platform as a Service 

(PaaS) provides developers with an environment for developing applications. SaaS and PaaS have been replaced by 

Serverless computing, the newest cloud computing architecture that Amazon announced in 2014.[5] 

 

This computational model suggests an architecture known as Function-as-a-Service (FaaS), in which an application is 

divided into separate parts known as functions. In accordance with this computational paradigm, the software's whole stack 

administration is handled by the cloud provider, leaving the developer to concentrate just on building functions and 

program logic. Reduced operating expenses, resource usage, product launch times, and simplicity of application 

development are benefits of serverless computing[6]. Serverless computing still has problems despite its advantages.[5] The 

capacity to scale to zero presents one of the biggest obstacles in the form of the cold start latency. This capability ensures 

that all resources allotted to a function will be freed when it has finished running. As a result, there are no fees associated 

with inactive functions.However, resources must be redistributed to the Function in order to handle upcoming requests. The 

cold start delay is the length of time that this operation requires. This delay is crucial in applications that need quick 

answers to the patient's actual status or live data analysis, such as smart health on the Internet of Things (IoT).[7] 
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The remaining section of the paper is structured as follows. Models for cloud computing and how they have changed have 

been discussed in Section II. Section III introduces the cold start latency in serverless computing and discusses ways to 

shorten it,and the work is wrapped up in Section IV. 

 

Cloud Computing Models Assessment 

 

Cloud computing provides cost savings, scalability, mobility, and disaster recovery, among other advantages. Businesses 

have increasingly adapted to the cloud environment as a result of these benefits. The first step was moving current 

corporate systems from dedicated servers in an enterprise context to virtual machines (VMs) based on the cloud.[8] 

Consequently, a single physical server houses numerous VMs. In this mode, however, the user experience is identical to 

accessing a genuine server. This method improves resource utilization. The fact that each virtual machine has its own 

operating system results in memory and CPU overload. In order to integrate various applications, service-oriented 

architectures were eventually established, although they were still cumbersome. The concept of containers was developed 

due to it being more fine-grained.[9] 

 

Containers lower application overhead and raise the infrastructure's degree of abstraction. This concept leads to the 

virtualization of the operating system (OS) as opposed to the underlying infrastructure. Since each VM only hosts one 

program, one operating system may run several apps[10, 11]. Additionally, the application logic is divided into smaller-

scale components known as microservices rather than traditional services. Every microservice is deployed on a single 

container, which means that the container itself has all of the necessary resources.[12] 

 

In terms of cloud computing architecture, serverless is the most recent. In reality, serverless computing refers to the creation 

of applications that focus on essential features and business logic without the need to maintain any servers or do other 

server-related tasks, such as flexible scalability, availability, maintenance, and so on. [13, 14]The granularity of 

applications was expanded by Amazon's introduction of a brand-new service called Function as a Service to employ this 

computational paradigm, as depicted in Figure I. The developer just builds and uploads these functions to the cloud, which 

results in the division of a program into independent pieces known as functions.[15] 

 

 
 

Figure1 Decomposition of Monolithic Applications 

 

Cold start Delay 

 

Scaling to zero is one of Serverless computing's distinctive features. It implies that a function will be deployed on a 

container and provided with all the resources necessary to run it after being triggered by an event. Allotted resources will be 

released once the Function has been completed fully and there have been no further requests. [16]This results in a pay-as-

you-go cost model where idle moments are not charged for[17]. This feature lowers the cost, but it also creates a problem 

with cold starts. For instance, when using image recognition, the image we want to identify is stored on Amazon S3. The 

Tensorflow image recognition library is used by the AWS Lambda-deployed image recognition function, which is triggered 

by an HTTP event and is hosted on S3 as well. [18]The Lambda platform launches the associated Function on a container 
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as soon as the event starts[19]. The Function is then given the Tensorflow library and the requested picture, which have 

been downloaded from S3. Consequently, the following are the stages of performing the Function: 

 

Putting the Function in a container and deploying it there[20]. Transferring the function image to the container after gaining 

access to the function package storage. To carry out the Function, the picture must first be put into memory and then 

unpacked. Because each of these stages takes time, they must all be repeated for each new request. The cold start delay is 

the cause of this. In contrast, if there are more concurrent requests than there are open containers, several instances of the 

Function must be launched. [21]The aforementioned processes will then be independently performed for each occurrence.  

 

This is explained by the fact that each instance of the Function is placed on a different container under this computing 

paradigm[22, 23]. As a result, functions are delayed both initially and as a result of scaling up. Reduce the size of the 

function code package to handle the third step's delay. The developer should choose a suitable programming language as 

well. The platforms for serverless computing vary.[24] AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Functions, Microsoft Azure, and IBM 

Openwhisk are the most popular serverless computing systems. According to research, there are two broad strategies for 

dealing with this delay: the first strategy (Optimizing Environments) aims to lessen the cold start time, while the second 

strategy (Pinging) aims to lessen the frequency of cold starts. 

 

 
 

Figure.2 Function Execution Steps in Serverless Computing 

 

The first method's goal is to cut the length of the cold start in half. Reducing the time spent preparing containers and 

loading libraries for functions are the two main ways to shorten this wait time.    Getting the Container Prepared More 

Quickly This strategy leads to CPU and memory overhead as well as a cost increase in idle functions because one container 

is constantly running for each Function[6]. The OpenWhisk and OpenLambda platforms pause the container after running it 

since they do not take pre-warm containers into account. As a result, a function's initial execution has a cold start delay.  

 

However, the container is halted following execution and eventually released fully. During this period, the containers will 

be repurposed if necessary. Because reusing stopped containers has a shorter latency than allocating fresh cold containers, 

this technique can decrease cold starts. Due to the pool of always-operating containers on these systems, latency is 

decreased, and efficiency is increased. This approach wastes money and resources. Google Cloud Functions and AWS 

Lambda both keep containers warm after they have completed an operation. This allows the container to react to any 

ensuing requests. There is no set limit on how long the container should be kept heated. For instance, the Google platform 

maintains 85% of containers warm for up to 5 hours, but lambda's warm-up period is between 15 minutes and 5 hours, 

wasting resources once again.[25] 

 

Application level sandboxing, a technique for isolating logic at the application level, is the Platform's response to shorten 

the latency. In this method, isolation between functionalities of the same application and isolation between distinct 

applications are both taken into account. This method holds that certain programs need significant isolation while other 

apps don't, depending on their functions. As a result, rather than being deployed on separate containers, each application 
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runs on its own container, and each application's features run on the same container but are separated by different processes 

within the container. This strategy has two advantages: starting a new process takes less time than starting a new container, 

and shared libraries used by many functions are only loaded once on the container. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The newest cloud computing approach is serverless computing. The cold start delay problem, one of this computational 

model's difficulties, is examined in this work. Observations show that cold start delay affects fewer functions the shorter the 

execution time. The easiest technique to run functions is to immediately begin running another instance after running the 

first one. That is, the subsequent execution that happens right after the first one has finished. Only the first occurrence in 

this situation faces a cold start delay. In a concurrency experiment, as the number of concurrent requests increases, fewer 

functions encounter a cold start delay. A sequential experiment has a defined number of functions that experienced a cold 

start delay. According to the results of the concurrency with different time intervals experiment, there is no appreciable 

relationship between the number of containers heated by the Lambda platform and the duration between requests. 
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